
Dear sirs,  

 

First I want to thank you for all you do for our Go community.  

 

I write to you this message because I want to present to you a 

project that I think that will be very useful.  

 

I suppose that before of this, I should present myself. I am 

Costel Pintilie from Galatzi, Romania. Playing go since 20 years 

ago, and implied in organizing especially locally or on internet 

starting 10 years ago, I had run some projects for helping Go 

grow, but at personal level. I was not able to grow a team and 

activate at high level. At the end of message I will present my 

other projects, realized, or only on stage of idea, but before 

boring you too much let talk about my latest project.  

 

It is the desire to start a national server for free (or very very 

affordable) dial-up connection by Telnet to Go servers 

(IGS,KGS,NNGS)  

 

In countries like US or UK or others where phone is (local) free, 

(or almost) and Internet connection cost are insignificant 

reporting to income, my project is nonsense. But in Romania 

where telephony and internet are still a luxury, this free facility 

for Go players will be the most important tool in spreading Go 

and developing our Go community. I suppose that will be useful 

even in other east european countries where life level is little 

higher but not enough.  

 

Now, a romanian Go player, if wants to play one (2 hours) game 

per day, must pay at least 17 US$ monthly. that means 1/3 of 

average salary. and means half a dollar per game. If we 



consider that majority of players are students and children 

obviously is impossible to have regular internet access for 

playing Go. And this price is for playing nights after 22 local 

time. but between 22 and 02 lines are busy and connections bad, 

so playing is possible only between 02-07. such schedule is not 

in order to encourage playing. Only few addicted like me can do 

it.  

 

If want to play at human hours than the price can grow to 1 

dollar per game. Nobody can afford to pay almost 2/3 of 

average income for a game per day.  

 

So I had this idea to offer free or almost free telnet access for 

Go players and spreading go very easy. The idea arisen in my 

head when I heard that in Romania appeared the possibility of 

free call lines, This free line can be offered as sponsorship by a 

telephony company, or paid by us players and sponsorship, if 

the price would be fair enough to lower the price under 5 cents 

per game. Other option I suppose that can be by paid phone 

line the so called hotline. I had an unofficial information that the 

price can be set by the company that run the hotline as low 

wants but pay a minimum monthly to phone company. If this 

minimum is affordable and players enough numerous than the 

price can be fair.  

 

I started inquiries about details but as person I was unable to 

access those info which are provide only to companies. I needed 

to organize my club as a Non Profit Organization before can go 

further. This proved to be a tough task. I am a disabled person, 

and live on a social help of about 17 US$ per month. I am 

helped by family who provide shelter and food and a brother 

who gave to me a computer and Internet access, and the same 



I have some income working unofficial but I was unable to spare 

US$ 110 for starting this ONG. I tried to attract other Go 

organizations, but without success, because none of them 

believed that the project can be realizable. Yes, we must fight 

bureaucracy and poverty, but can be done.  

Lately, this week, one other Go player Iulian Dragomir came 

with a new information about how our national telephony 

company can provide the free line, but the same we need an 

official organization, and especially one to be for children. Now I 

am in process of rising spirits and convince actual organizations, 

I mean Romanian Go Federation, and Slobozia Go Club, to 

participate at this project.  

 

Unfortunately I still have to work a lot till can provide figures 

and papers, and more, I am very aware that the project have 

very high chances to fail, but I am still confident. now, that I 

hope in your help I think that chances are even bigger.  

And now let tell some words about me and my the other Go 

projects.  

 

18 years ago I returned from army almost dead. in fact I was 24 

hours in clinical death. but after resuscitation, two weeks of 

coma and few year confined to bed I risen and lived even I limp 

and cannot use a hand (and some part of my brains  ) In 

those years of non activity I was pushed more than usual to 

literature and mind games. But the most attractive was 

obviously the game of Go. 10 years ago I could walk again and 

met other Go players, attended many Go competitions, and 

even two European Go Congresses. At Tuchola and Mamaia.  

 

Meantime I organized locally some events, first helping the local 

leader and lately as solely organizer. I helped organizing two 



national competitions in my town. The biggest issue in 

organizing was providing a place where to play. We was throw 

by officials, from place to place till chased out in parks. We 

played two years at my home, till I was gone in other town for 

two years. Next, and lately did not done too much in this 

direction, and my club stagnated.  

 

I orientated myself more toward internet.  

 

One successful project from the beginning was that I bought 

books, as many as I could and borrowed to my club when 

needed. I am even subscribed to GBjournal since 1992. Many 

years, half of my income, was spent for buying books, and few 

times even to pay expenses for beginners to come to 

competitions. Unfortunately, lately in a charitable action I 

needed all finances I could obtain and sold my books to other 

players. The library split was no more so useful. anyway, at the 

right time the book collection helped my club to grow about ten 

ranks.  

 

This is a very good project I think. Every national federation and 

Go club should have a collection of books.  

 

After accessing internet 3 years ago, I realized that is a main 

direction where Go will grow especially here where poverty do 

not allow us to travel.  

 

I initiated a discussion list on email. is it called "rgo" and 

activated on Egroups which is acquired now by Yahoo. I started 

it with the help of Florin Ursu. I was moderator two years till 

january when I passed the task to him. It growed slowly while 

we was attracting the other ones to join. Now it have over 100 



members and the list have its own life. I can now take my time 

in order to organize something else. This discussion project is a 

project of mine really successful. Later I organized a internet 

competition for rgo, I made some rules, one game per week, 

handicap reverse komi, put some prizes, (my income for a 

month and a half, a go board, Radu Baciu doubled my sum and 

put as prize the BGJ collection) (which I sold to him when l sold 

my books collection) and now the competition is running, even 

run very slow.  

 

I had some other projects in time but not very successful I built 

some go boards to sell in US. I tried to print in Romania some 

Go Books translated by Mr Robert J Terry. This one I really 

regret that I was not able to perform.  

 

I have in mind to write a book about Catalin Taranu. I spoke 

with him but did not set anything. In time I hope that I will 

succeed to set up the things.  

 

And the latest project is a site where I try to connect people, Go 

players from european countries and make friendships close 

enough to set up a bigger project. Travelling cheaper. A big 

expense in travelling is hotel bills. If we set a community of 

friends in different towns and countries, we can set a route 

where those who want to travel will be hosted by friends, not 

hotels.  

 

The connecting item will be passion for Go. Travelling we help 

Go.  

 

This is mostly an idea. I bought a site at EGF for this project. In 

fact I am the first and the only Go player that bought a site at 



EGF. It is still a project but I hope. The site have only the first 

page yet  

As you see, I have a lot of projects but almost none finished. Is 

this good? Is this bad? Maybe in time I will succeed, and then I 

will say that the best project is a life dedicated to the game of 

Go   

 

No things are not so pink. Even I am confident, I am unable to 

rise a team. I cannot do alone too much. Maybe you can help 

me to gain some stability before I will lose my faith and became 

a TV potato coach.  

 

I hope that I do not bored you too much, and the same I hope 

that you can turn me in a useful tool for Go community.  

 

Yours forever  

 

Costel Pintilie  

 

Romania. 


